
Take Control of your  
Cyber Risk with Data  
you can Trust

Organizations across the globe rely on security ratings to understand how a  

company’s cybersecurity posture correlates with the likelihood of sustaining  

a data breach. SecurityScorecard helps security teams measure and report  

on the effectiveness of their risk mitigation strategy as it relates to their own  

security posture and their business ecosystem (third- and fourth-party vendors,  

business partners, and associates). SecurityScorecard’s easy-to-understand  

A-F scores increase confidence, awareness, and visibility when proving the 

value of a security program.

SecurityScorecard Ratings

Trusted data at your fingertips to enable you to...

Gain a sense of control and  
confidence when measuring,  
quantifying, and reporting on your 
security team’s performance.

Gain a mutual understanding  
of why security matters and 
demonstrate the importance  
of your security program.

Gain a 360-degree view of your own network and your 
complete business ecosystem’s, and save time by  
evaluating third and fourth parties based on the amount  
of risk they present.

Increase Confidence Increase Awareness

Companies with a higher  
SecurityScorecard Rating are  
less likely to sustain a breach

Increase Visibility

Effectively Report  
Risk to your Board
Benchmark and  
communicate on the  
current security posture  
of your own organization 
and your vendors.

Integrate your  
Tech Stack
Largest cybersecurity  
ratings Marketplace  
to automate security and 
vendor risk workflows.

Translate Risk  
into Dollars
Quantify the financial 
impact of cyber risk  
and justify the need for 
budget to leadership.

Invite your Vendors
Collaborate with your part-
ners by inviting them into 
the platform to assess and 
remediate vulnerabilities 
within their attack surface.

Detect Unknown Vendors
Instantly get a view of your digital supply chain  
ecosystem to help take active steps to mitigate risk. 

Search the Global Attack Surface
Combine attack surface, attribution, and deep threat 
intelligence into a single platform to gain better 
insight and faster analysis on threat attacks.

Monitor Vendors at Scale
Continuously track, monitor, and tag high-level scorecard  
scores of organizations that are not part of a portfolio.

Exchange and Validate Questionnaires
Accelerate the cybersecurity questionnaire exchange 
process by empowering organizations to send, complete,  
and automatically validate questionnaires at scale.



The most comprehensive and actionable data  
set to create reports, remediate vulnerabilities, 
make accurate decisions, and establish  
actionable metrics.

Gain an outside-in view of the cybersecurity posture of the cybersecurity 
posture of any organization in the world with such large amounts of data 
sorted across ten key risk factors.

The Most Trusted Data Set

2B+
malware requests per day 
— world’s largest malware 
DNS sinkhole.

100B+
vulnerabilities & attributions 
published weekly —  
trust.securityscorecard.com
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12M+
Organizations continuously 
monitored

99%
of data is independently  
collected, curated, and  
enriched by SecurityScorecard

Statistics found in the 2021 commissioned Total Economic Impact™ 
of Security Scorecard study conducted by Forrester Consulting.

198%
Three-year risk adjusted  
return on investment.

83%
Reduction in vendor questionnaire 
preparation time and effort.

$823k
Increased efficiency value  
in risk management.

$118k
Technology efficiencies  
and consolidation savings.

Proven Return on  
Security Investments

Discover The Total Economic  
Impact™ of SecurityScorecard CLICK HERE

“As I began to execute a comprehensive cybersecurity plan,  
it became clear that SecurityScorecard would be a vital component  

of our strategy. SecurityScorecard is the first tool I brought in because 
of its ability to provide a holistic view of our current security posture. 

In doing so we were able to see the areas we needed to focus on,  
and you can’t manage what you can’t measure.”

CIO
Scott Fuller
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GET YOUR FREE SCORE TODAY! LEARN MORE

Explore how more meaningful security ratings can help you  
identify cyber risk and take action to prevent breaches
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